PhD students

Ms. Drs. Jacqueline (J.G.L.) A-Tjak
Department of Clinical Psychology UvA / PsyQ Zaandam
*Acceptance and Commitment Therapy vs. Cognitive Therapy for the treatment of Major Depressive Disorder*
E-mail: j.a-tjak@psyq.nl

Ms. Jiska (J.J.) Aardoom MSc
Clinical Psychology LEI / Center for Eat disorders Ursula
*E-(mental) health for eating disorders*
E-mail: j.aardoom@centrumeetstoornissen.nl

Ms. Karolien (K.) van den Akker MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
*When losing is winning: beating 'obese genes' through extinction training*
E-mail: karolien.vandenakker@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Angelos (A.A.) Angelidis MSc
Clinical Psychology LEI
*Anxiety and cognitive performance better insights and new treatments*
E-mail: a.angelidis@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Retha (R.) Arjadi MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
*The effectiveness of online behavioral activation based intervention led by lay health counselors for depressed patients in Indonesia*
E-mail: r.arjadi@rug.nl

Blazej (B.M.) Baczkowski MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
*Emotional dysregulation and threat bias in borderline personality disorder: changes in brain activation and information processing during the course of psychological treatment*
E-mail: blazej.baczkowski@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Astrid (A.E.) Baljé
Clinical Psychology LEI / PsyQ department Anxiety disorders
*Group schematherapy versus group cognitive behavioral therapy for social anxiety disorder with comorbid avoidant personality disorder*
E-mail: astrid.balje@psyq.nl

Tom (T.) Barry MSc
Centre for the Psychology of Learning & Experimental Psychopathology KU Leuven
*Attention to detail: improving extinction by enhancing generalization*
E-mail: tom.barry@ppw.kuleuven.be

Ms. Danielle (D.J.P.) Bartels MSc
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
*The role of expectancy learning in placebo and nocebo effects on itch and pain*
E-mail: d.bartels@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Lisa (L.J.M.) van den Berg MSc
Clinical Psychology LEI
*The role of neuronal emotional reactivity in the intergenerational transmission of abuse: a family study approach*
E-mail: l.j.m.van.den.berg@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Sylvia (S.) van Beugen MSc
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
*Tailored cognitive-behavioral E-health therapy for patients with psoriasis*
E-mail: s.van.beugen@fsw.leidenuniv.nl
Ms. Drs. Emma (E.) Biggs
Research Group Health Psychology KU Leuven / Maastricht University
Towards a neuro-cognitive model of fear-avoidance
E-mail: emma.biggs@ppw.kuleuven.be

Drs. Wouter (W.J.) Boendermaker
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
Play hard, learn hard. Serious gaming as a new tool to counter alcohol- and drugs-related school dropout in adolescents
E-mail: w.j.boendermaker@uva.nl

Ms. Glynis (G.) Bogaard MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
Detecting deception from language and Speech
E-mail: glynis.bogaard@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Bastiaan (B.) Boh MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
Train your brain, think slim!
E-mail: bastiaan.boh@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Jantine (J.) Boselie MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
Filling the glass: Increasing optimism to counteract pain-induced depletion of cognitive and self-regulatory resources
E-mail: jantine.boselie@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Marlies (M.E.) Brouwer MSc
Department of Clinical and Health Psychology UU
Stop or Go? Tapering antidepressants in pregnancy: a pragmatic multicenter RCT to investigate risk and benefits for mother and child
E-mail: m.e.brouwer@uu.nl

Ms. Suzanne (S.) Brugman MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
Cognitive predictors of future violent behaviour in antisocial offenders
E-mail: suzanne.brugman@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Andreas (A.M.) Burger MSc
Clinical Psychology LEI
Effects of vagus nerve stimulation on perseverative cognition
E-mail: a.m.burger@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Drs. Ken (K.) Ceulemans
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
Mood, stop-rules, and task performance in chronic pain
E-mail: ken.ceulemans@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Anastasia (A.S.) Chalkia MSc
Behaviour, Health and Psychopathology KU Leuven
Experimental amnesia for emotional memories in humans
E-mail: anastasia.chalkia@ppw.kuleuven.be

Ms. Nathalie (N.) Claes MSc
Research Group Health Psychology KU Leuven
Pain-related fear in context: The effects of concomitant non-pain goals and goal conflicts on fear responding in the context of pain
E-mail: nathalie.claes@ppw.kuleuven.be

Dr. Dirk (H.J.T.M.) Corstens
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
Healing Voices
E-mail: d.corstens@riagg-maastricht.nl
Ms. Imke (I.) Courtois MSc
Research Group Health Psychology KU Leuven
Respiratory hypo-algesia
E-mail: imke.courtois@ppw.kuleuven.be

Ms. Fransziska (F.D.) Dambacher MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM / Maastricht University
Neurocorrelates of inhibitory processing and aggression
E-mail: franziska.dambacher@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Fania (F.C.M.) Dassen MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
Cognitive control interventions to combat globesity
E-mail: f.dassen@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Anne (A.M.J.) Deckers MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM / RIAGG Maastricht - Child and youth care
Social interaction in children with a pervasive developmental disorder
E-mail: a.deckers@riagg-maastricht.nl / anne.deckers@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Tycho (T.J.) Dekkers MSc
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
Suboptimal decision making in adolescents with ADHD
E-mail: t.j.dekkers@uva.nl

Ms. Mariëtte (M.Y.) van Denderen MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
Psychological intervention for partners and family members of murdered persons
E-mail: m.y.van.denderen@rug.nl

Ms. Mathilde (M.E.) Descheemaeker MSc
Centre for the Psychology of Learning & Experimental Psychopathology KU Leuven
Using indirectly measured attitudes to predict alcohol use: The role of attitude accessibility
E-mail: mathilde.descheemaeker@ppw.kuleuven.be

Ms. Denise (D.S.) van Deursen MSc
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
Changing implicit cognitive processes in alcohol addiction
E-mail: d.s.vandeursen@uva.nl

Ms. Rozanne (R.J.M.) van Donkersgoed MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
Empathy in people with psychosis
E-mail: rozanne.donkersgoed@ggzfriesland.nl

Ms. Puck (P.) Duits MSc
Department of Clinical and Health Psychology UU
Fear acquisition and extinction mechanisms in relation to treatment outcome: studies in patients with anxiety disorders
E-mail: p.duits@uu.nl

Ms. Drs. Hermien (H.J.) Elgersma
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG / Accare Drenthe/Overijssel, Centrum Eetstoornissen
Disrupting the rhythm of depression
E-mail: h.j.elgersma@rug.nl / h.j.elgersma@accare.nl

James (W.B.) Elsey MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology UvA
Translating memory reconsolidation research into clinical applications
E-mail: j.w.b.elsey@uva.nl
Jonas (J.) Everaert MSc
Department of Experimental Clinical and Health Psychology UGent
*Cognitive predictors of depression: A cognitive-experimental investigation of the coherence between information-processing biases*
E-mail: jonas.everaert@ugent.be

Ms. Drs. Maaike (M.) Ferwerda
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
*Tailored cognitive-behavioral E-health therapy for patients with rheumatoid arthritis: A randomized, controlled trial*
E-mail: maaike.ferwerda@radboudumc.nl

Ms. Drs. Helma (H.) Festen
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
*Preventing mood and anxiety disorders in youth: a multicentre prevention trial in the high risk offspring of depressed and anxious patients*
E-mail: h.festen@rug.nl

Ms. Lorraine (L.) Fliek MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
*Cognitive bias in action: the role of confirmation bias in the development and maintenance of childhood anxiety*
E-mail: lorraine.fliek@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Sieske (H.M.J.) Franssen MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
*"Once you pop, you just can't stop": how mindset rules biology and makes you eat*
E-mail: sieske.franssen@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Drs. Thomas (Th.) Fuller
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
*Investigating the assessment, treatment and psychological mechanisms of tinnitus*
E-mail: thomas.fuller@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Rena (I.) Gatzounis MSc
Research Group Health Psychology KU Leuven
*Painful Interruptions: Mechanisms and Consequences*
E-mail: rena.gatzounis@ppw.kuleuven.be

Ms. Femke (F.J.) Gazendam MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology UvA
*Facing Anxiety: an innovative transdiagnostic approach to etiology and treatment*
E-mail: f.j.gazendam@uva.nl

Ms. Kim (K.) Haesen MSc
Centre for the Psychology of Learning & Experimental Psychopathology KU Leuven
*Not learning to respond or learning not to respond: behavioural, neurological and clinical tests of a theory of selective inhibition in cue competition*
E-mail: kim.haesen@ppw.kuleuven.be

Ms. Janika (J.) Heitmann MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG / Verslavingszorg Noord Nederland
*Internet-based attentional bias modification training as add-on to regular treatment in alcohol or cannabis dependent outpatients*
E-mail: j.heitmann@vnn.nl

Roel (R.M.) Hogervorst MSc
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
*Empowering expectations for health and disease: Training the immune and endocrine system*
E-mail: r.m.hogervorst@fsw.leidenuniv.nl
Ms. Drs. Marlies (M.) den Hollander
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM / Academic Hospital Maastricht
*The effectivity of Graded Exposure in vivo versus standardized physiotherapy in Complex Regional Pain Syndrome type 1 (CRPS-1) patients with pain related fear: a randomized clinical trial*
E-mail: marlies.denhollander@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Marloes (M.J.) Huijbers MSc
Clinical Psychology LEI / UMC St. Radboud, dept. Psychiatry
*The clinical and cost-effectiveness of mindfulness based cognitive therapy, maintenance antidepressant medication and its combination in the prevention of relapse in patients with recurrent depression*
E-mail: marloes.huijbers@radboudumc.nl

Alfons (A.M.P.N.) van Impelen MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
*Developing a test battery to detect symptom exaggeration*
E-mail: alfons.vanimpelen@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. ir. Rosanne (R.J.H.L.) Janssen
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
*Intelligence versus artificial intelligence for predicting the effect of therapy*
E-mail: rosanne.janssen@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Steven (S.) de Jong MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
*Metacognitive Reflection and Insight Therapy*
E-mail: steven.de.jong@rug.nl

Ms. Nienke (N.C.) Jonker MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
*Temptation and restraint: The role of reward and punishment sensitivity in disordered eating*
E-mail: n.c.jonker@rug.nl

Ms. Isabel (I.L.) Kampmann MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology UvA
*Computer Support for Social Anxiety Disorder Treatment at Home*
E-mail: i.l.kampmann@uva.nl

Kai (K.) Karos MSc
Research Group Health Psychology KU Leuven
*Hide your Pain: Pain expression, pain-related fear and pain experience in the face of social threat*
E-mail: kai.karos@ppw.kuleuven.be

Ms. Leonie (L.J.) Kreuze MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
*Anger in anxious children: Explaining comorbid oppositional behaviors in anxiety disordered children as responses to both threat and non-reward, maintained by parental behaviours*
E-mail: l.j.kreuze@rug.nl

Ms. Anna (A.E.) Kunze MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology UvA
*Changing Memory through 'Imagery Rescripting'*
E-mail: a.e.kunze@uva.nl

Ms. Lonneke (L.I.M.) Lenferink MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
*Underlying mechanisms and treatment of emotional complaints among relatives of long-term missing persons*
E-mail: l.i.m.lenferink@rug.nl

Jens (J.) Van Lier MSc
Centre for the Psychology of Learning & Experimental Psychopathology KU Leuven
*Generalization in psychopathology: The role of abstract repetitive thought and mediating pathways*
E-mail: jens.vanlier@ppw.kuleuven.be
Marien (D.M.) Lievaart MSc
Institute of Psychology EUR
The cognitive aspects of trait anger and anger in psychiatric patients
E-mail: d.m.lievaart@fsw.eur.nl

Ms. Sanne (S.) van Luenen MSc
Clinical Psychology LEI
Evaluation of an evidence-based, Internet-supported self-help program for people living with HIV suffering from mild to moderate depressive symptoms
E-mail: s.van.luenen@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Meriem (M.) Manaï MSc
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
Empowering expectations for health and disease: Training the immune and endocrine system
E-mail: m.manai@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Astrid (A.G.H.) Meesters MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
Psychological predictors and mechanisms underlying pain and recovery from pain
E-mail: astrid.meesters@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Stefanie (S.H.) Meeuwis MSc
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
Conditioning of immune responses
E-mail: s.h.meeuwis@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Yvo (Y.M.C.) Meevissen MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
Optimism as a resiliency for chronic pain: pathways and intervention
E-mail: yvo.meevissen@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Marieke (M.) van Meggelen MSc
Institute of Psychology EUR
Virtual eCoaching and Storytelling technology for post-traumatic stress disorder treatment (VESP)
E-mail: m.vanmeggelen@fsw.eur.nl

Ms. Esther (E.M.) Menahem MSc
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
High-dose caclofen for the treatment of alcohol addiction- a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study
E-mail: e.m.berahaMenahem@uva.nl

Ms. Hasse (H.) De Meyer MSc
Centre for the Psychology of Learning & Experimental Psychopathology KU Leuven
Associative learning processes in ADHD
E-mail: hasse.demeyer@ppw.kuleuven.be

Ms. Selene (S.) Nasso MSc
Department of Experimental Clinical and Health Psychology UGent
The temporal dynamics of emotion regulation: The role of emotion sensitivity and anticipation
E-mail: selene.nasso@ugent.be

Ms. Renate (R.A.M.) Neimeijer MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
Anorexia nervosa: attention and motivational orientation
E-mail: r.a.m.neimeijer@rug.nl

Ms. Elly (I.J.M.) Niesten MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
Bogus symptoms, hysterics, and mother Teresa: A cognitive Dissonance analysis of Feigning
E-mail: elly.niesten@maastrichtuniversity.nl
Ms. Mae (M.D.) Nuijs MSc
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
*Context matters: Enhancing the Effects of Attentional Retraining and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy for Social Anxiety*
E-mail: m.d.nuijs@uva.nl

Ms. Kaya (K.J.) Peerdeman MSc
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
*Training of expectancy effects for physical symptoms*
E-mail: k.j.peerdeman@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Elien (E.K.) Pieters MSc
Department of Experimental Clinical and Health Psychology UGent
*The integration of gamification techniques into attention training for anxiety and depression*
E-mail: elien.pieters@ugent.be

Ms. Melanie (M.M.) van der Ploeg MSc
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
*Stress-related prolonged cardiovascular activity: the impact and changeability of stressful cognition without awareness*
E-mail: m.m.van.der.ploeg@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Drs. Sandra (S.) Raabe
Department of Clinical Psychology UvA
*Emotion regulation in PTSD following early, chronic, interpersonal trauma*
E-mail: s.raabe@uva.nl

Jonathan (J.) Remue MSc
Department of Experimental Clinical and Health Psychology UGent
*The relationship between brain functioning, self-esteem and attentional processes in depression: An experimental approach*
E-mail: jonathan.remue@ugent.be

Ms. Margit (M.I.) Ruissen MSc
Clinical Psychology LEI
*Performance monitoring in non-social and social contexts in social anxiety*
E-mail: m.i.ruissen@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Drs. Ayse Berna (A.B.S.) Sari
Department of Experimental Clinical and Health Psychology UGent
*The role of attentional flexibility during emotion processing in resilience and emotional disorders*
E-mail: ayseberna.sari@ugent.be

Ms. Lemmy (L.) Schakel MSc
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
*The effects of a psychological expectancy training directed at optimizing immune function*
E-mail: l.schakel@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Sara (S.) Scheveneels MSc
Centre for the Psychology of Learning & Experimental Psychopathology KU Leuven
*Improving the generalization of extinction by manipulating attention and stimulus processing*
E-mail: sara.scheveneels@ppw.kuleuven.be

Ms. Charlotte (C.C.) van Schie MSc
Clinical Psychology LEI
*Emotion regulation after social feedback in Borderline Personality disorder: underlying neural mechanisms and new methodological approaches*
E-mail: c.c.van.schie@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Kevin (K.) van Schie MSc
Department of Clinical and Health Psychology UU
*The EMDR treatment of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder: explaining and optimizing a mental health care intervention*
E-mail: k.vanschie@uu.nl
Ms. Eva (E.A.) Schmitz MSc
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
*The missing factor in Math Anxiety, The role and modification of cognitive biases and executive functioning*
E-mail: e.a.schmitz@uva.nl

Ms. Manuela (M.W.A.) Schols MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
*A screening tool for risk of child abuse by frontline workers: development and pilot validation research of the Mini-Care*
E-mail: manuela.schols@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Mieke (M.H.J.) Schulte MSc
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
*Treating cocaine dependence by targeting underlying cognitive processes*
E-mail: m.h.j.schulte@uva.nl

Ms. Ghislaine (G.) Schyns MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
*When losing is winning: beating 'obese genes' through extinction training*
E-mail: ghislaine.schyns@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Aleksandrina (A.) Skvortsova MSc
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
*Conditioning the endocrine system*
E-mail: a.skvortsova@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Christien (C.) Slofstra MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
*An innovative approach to depression, targeting imagery with dual-tasks*
E-mail: c.slofstra@rug.nl

Ms. Dana (D.M.E.) van Son MSc
Clinical Psychology LEI
*Anxiety and cognitive performance: better insights and new treatments*
E-mail: d.m.e.van.son@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Laura (L.A.) Steenhuis MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
*Psychotic experiences, social cognition and family social functioning in young adulthood*
E-mail: l.a.steenhuis@rug.nl

Ms. Judith (J.) Tekampe MSc
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
*The role of pre-cortisol treatment for stress exposure and stress management: an innovative approach for affecting psychoneurobiological stress responses*
E-mail: j.tekampe@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Drs. Carola (C.A.) van Tilburg
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM / GGZ Westelijk Noord Brabant
*Group Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for self-referred violence perpetrators in an outpatient setting*
E-mail: carola.vantilburg@maastrichtuniversity.nl / c.vantilburg@ggzwnb.nl

Ms. Drs. Franca (F.M.C.L.) Tonnaer
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM / FPC Rooyse Wissel
*Dimensions of impulsivity and aggression in relation to (personality) psychopathology*
E-mail: f.tonnaer@maastrichtuniversity.nl / ftonnaer@derooysewissel.nl

Maurice (M.) Topper MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology UvA
*Preventing depression and anxiety disorders by targeting excessive worry and rumination in adolescents*
E-mail: m.topper@uva.nl
Ms. Lonneke (L.A.) van Tuijl MRes
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
Onset, recurrence, and co-occurrence of depression and social anxiety: Differential role of implicit and explicit self-esteem
E-mail: l.a.van.tuijl@rug.nl

Ms. Sophie (S.L.) van Uijen MSc
Department of Clinical and Health Psychology UU
Safety behaviours in the treatment of anxiety disorders: Solving a controversy
E-mail: s.l.vanuijen@uu.nl

Ms. Tess (T.E.) den Uyl MSc
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
Stimulating the addicted brain: transcranial direct current stimulation and cognitive bias modification in heavy drinkers and alcoholic patients
E-mail: t.e.denuijl@uva.nl

Koen (K.) Vanbrabant MSc
Centre for the Psychology of Learning & Experimental Psychopathology KU Leuven
Overgeneralization as a vulnerability factor for depression
E-mail: koen.vanbrabant@ppw.kuleuven.be

Ms. Suzanne (S.C.) van Veen MSc
Department of Clinical and Health Psychology UU
The EMDR treatment of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder: explaining and optimizing a mental health care intervention
E-mail: s.c.vanveen@uu.nl

Ms. Anke (A.) Versluis MSc
Health, Medical and Neuropsychology LEI
Testing and comparing two interventions directed at reducing unconscious stress and prolonged cardiovascular activity
E-mail: a.versluis@fsw.leidenuniv.nl

Ms. Drs. Christine (C.M.) van Vliet
Research Group Health Psychology KU Leuven / Maastricht University
Paradoxical effects of avoiding pain
E-mail: christine.vanvliet@ppw.kuleuven.be

Ms. Leone (L.) de Voogd MSc
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
'Always look on the bright side of life' Increasing emotional resilience in adolescents by training cognitive processes to prevent anxiety and depression
E-mail: e.l.devoogd@uva.nl

Ms. Sjoertje (S.) Vos MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
The treatment of anxiety disorders with cognitive behavioural therapy: results from the Academic Community Mental Health Centre Maastricht
E-mail: sjoertje.vos@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Bertine (B.) de Vries MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology and Experimental Psychopathology RUG
Beat Victimization: psychomotoric assertiveness training for people with a psychotic disorder
E-mail: b.de.vries@rug.nl

Ms. Jane (J.) Wang MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
Mechanisms and behavioural consequences of non-believed memories
E-mail: jane.wang@maastrichtuniversity.nl
Ms. Poppy (P.) Watson MSc
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
*Cognitive and motivational components of adaptive and maladaptive decision-making: an integrative approach*
E-mail: p.watson@uva.nl

Ms. Si (S.) Wen MSc
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
*Web-based action tendencies re-training, self-control practicing, and response inhibition training for smoking cessation in Chinese populations*
E-mail: s.wen@uva.nl

Pim (P.) Wetzelaer MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
*Group Schema Therapy for Borderline Personality Disorder*
E-mail: pim.wetzelaer@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Ms. Carlijn (C.J.M.) Wibbelink MSc
Department of Clinical Psychology UvA
*A multi-site randomized controlled trial comparing Schema Therapy and Mentalization Based Treatment for borderline personality disorder: A framework for the study of (differential) change processes and the empirical search for treatment selection criteria*
E-mail: c.j.m.wibbelink@uva.nl

Ms. Drs. Marjolein (M.F.) van Wijk-Herbrink
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM / O.G. Heldringstichting
*Schema therapy (ST) and externalizing behavior problems in compulsory residential youth care: theory and practice*
E-mail: m.vanwijkherbrink@ogheldring.nl

Ms. Andrea (P.A.) Wolf MSc
Department of Developmental Psychology UvA
*Cannabis addiction in adolescents: retraining of dysfunctional automatic processes*
E-mail: p.a.wolf@uva.nl

Ms. Ann-Kathrin (A.-K.) Zenses MSc
Behaviour, Health and Psychopathology KU Leuven
*Hypnos' healing powers: The role of sleep in fear generalization*
E-mail: annkathrin.zenses@ppw.kuleuven.be

Linda (C.P.) van Zutphen MSc
Department of Clinical Psychological Science UM
*Emotional dysregulation and threat bias in borderline personality disorder: changes in brain activation and information processing during the course of psychological treatment*
E-mail: linda.vanzutphen@maastrichtuniversity.nl